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case reports

Migration of Enterprise stent in treatment of
intracranial aneurysms: a report of two cases
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Background. We present two patients with acutely ruptured complex aneurysms of the internal carotid
artery, arising at the origin of the posterior communicating artery (PComA).
Case reports. The aneurysms in both patients had a wide neck and the closed-cell stent (Enterprise) was
delivered to assist in aneurysm coiling. In both patients an inadvertent migration of stent occurred, without
periprocedural complications. Aneurysms were successfully embolized by endovascular coils.
Conclusions. These cases highlight the flexibility of the stent, as well as the likelihood of stent migration in
the setting of immediate coiling after the placement of stent, or in adverse anatomic relations.
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Introduction
In patients with large or giant intracranial
aneurysms, with arterial branches originating from the aneurysm, or when wide neck
of the aneurysm circumferentially involves
the parent artery, the treatment is often
difficult. Endovascular treatment options
include the use of three-dimensional coils,
stent placement, balloon remodelling1-3,
the use of liquid embolics4, multiple microcatheters5 and combinations of these approaches.6-9 We present two patients with

acutely ruptured complex aneurysms of
the origin of the posterior communicating
artery (PComA). The patients were treated
by stent-assisted coiling, using Enterprise
stent, which migrated after the initial successful deployment. The stent migration
occurred after a very moderate negotiation
of the microcatheter through the struts of
the stent in the first patient, and without
any manipulation in the second patient.

Case reports
Patient 1
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Clinical details
A 53-year-old female patient was admitted
to hospital after suffering sudden headache
accompanied with nausea, vomiting, and
diplopiae. Head computerized tomography
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Figure 1. Large aneurysm of the posterior communicating artery origin (left). The foetal origin of the left posterior
cerebral artery is shown by the left vertebral artery angiogram (right).

(CT) scan revealed diffuse subarachnoid
haemorrhage (SAH) with intraventricular
extension and brain oedema. CT angiography displayed a large aneurysm of the
origin of posterior communicating artery
(PComA), with mural thrombus and a wide
neck. Left PComA was of a foetal type
with the complete absence of P1 segment
of the left posterior cerebral artery (PCA).
The patient was referred to the open neurosurgical treatment, however, the surgical
reconstruction of the neck and aneurysm
occlusion could not have been performed
due to a high risk of PComA occlusion and
ipsilateral PCA infarction.
The patient was transferred to our institution for the endovascular treatment on
the following day. The control CT showed
no significant changes compared to the
initial scan, with no signs of secondary
ischemic changes or hydrocephalus and
she underwent the immediate endovascular treatment.
Endovascular treatment
Diagnostic four-vessel angiography was performed through the right femoral approach
and 6 French (6F) introducer sheath, confirming the aneurysm, with foetal left PCA.
The circulating lumen of the aneurysm was
Radiol Oncol 2009; 43(4): 233-239.

large, 19 x 13 x 15 mm in diameter, with a 6
mm-wide neck (Figure 1).
A 6F guiding catheter (Multipurpose,
Boston Scientific Neurovascular, Fremont,
CA, USA) was placed in C1 segment of the
left ICA, and the aneurysm was catheterized using Excel 0.014 inch microcatheter
and Synchro 0.014 microguidewire (Boston
Scientific, Fremont, CA, USA) for initial
coiling with bare platinum Guglielmi detachable coils (GDCs). Eight coils were
placed in the aneurysm dome, with a total length of 220 cm. At that time, due to
the risk of coil protrusion in the ICA and
PComA, a microcatheter was exchanged
for a Prowler select plus 21 microcatheter for the placement of closed-cell stent
(Enterprise, Cordis Neurovascular Johnson & Johnson, Miami Lakes, FL,
USA). The stent, sized 4.5 mm x 22 mm,
was placed with a proximal part in cavernous ICA and distal part in M1 segment of
the left medial cerebral artery, with the
intention of narrowing of the aneurysm
neck. Prowler microcatheter was then exchanged for Excelsior 10 microcatheter
(Boston Scientific, Fremont, CA, USA) for
the purpose of aneurysm coiling. In the attempts to pass the microcatheter through
the struts of the stent, due to the angle of
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Figure 2. Radiopaque stent markers are positioned in both parts of the neck of the aneurysm, covering the neck at
the internal carotid artery (thin arrow) and at the origin of posterior communicating artery (thick arrow). Near-total
occlusion of the aneurysm with protrusion of one coil loop in the ICA by the side of the stent, with patent internal
carotid artery and posterior communicating artery.

the ICA at the origin of the aneurysm neck,
the stent was mobilised to a more proximal
position, with the distal end in C7 segment
of the ICA and the proximal end in the origin of PComA from the aneurysm (Figure
2). This stable position of the stent secured
both ICA and PComA for the further coil
embolization, with 15 GDC coils, with a total length of packed coils at the end of the
procedure of 540 cm.
During coiling, an intravenous bolus of
7 mg of Integrilin has been administered at
the time when the aneurysm was estimated
to be secured from bleeding. The aneurysm
was near-totally occluded, with a minimal
neck remnant, and a slight coil loop protrusion in the ICA. PComA was patent with a
normal flow in the left PCA at the end of
the procedure.
After the procedure, a standard antiaggregation therapy was initiated, with aspirin 100 mg daily, permanently, and clopidogrel 75 mg daily, during 4 weeks. During
the post-embolization period, the patient
gradually recovered, and was discharged
from the hospital to a rehabilitation centre
with a moderate cognitive dysfunction.

Patient 2
Clinical details
A 54-year-old female patient was referred
to the endovascular treatment of an acutely
ruptured large aneurysm of PComA origin.
Before the treatment, the patient was in
Hunt and Hess grade II.
Endovascular treatment
At four-vessel angiography the aneurysm
was irregular in shape, 14 x 8 mm in diameter, with a 5 mm-wide neck. Initial
coiling attempts were unsuccessful because of a coil loop protrusion in ICA,
and the Enterprise stent, 4.5 mm x 22
mm, was deployed across the aneurysm
neck. However, during the first control angiogram before further microcatheter manipulation, the proximal part of the stent
migrated to the aneurysm neck, while the
distal remained in the initial position in
M1 segment of the middle cerebral artery
(Figure 3). Nevertheless, this stent position
enabled successful coiling, and the aneurysm was embolized with 18 coils, with a
minimal neck remnant. The post-procedurRadiol Oncol 2009; 43(4): 233-239.
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Figure 3. A: Arrows indicate proximal and distal markers of a deployed stent. B: Position of the markers after stent
migration shown by arrows. Large irregular PComA aneurysm with a wide neck. C: Microcatheter in the aneurysm
lumen. D: Embolized aneurysm at the end of the session.

al course was uneventful, and the patient
completely recovered.
This report is written in accordance
with the ethical standards laid down in
the 1964 Declaration of Helsinki. Both
patients gave an informed consent prior
to the inclusion of the data in the report.
Details that might have disclosed the idenRadiol Oncol 2009; 43(4): 233-239.

tity of the subject under study have been
omitted.

Discussion
Self-expandable stents have increasingly
been used in the treatment of various
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vascular pathology.10 The reconstruction
of the parent artery at the aneurysm
neck is often performed using intracranial stents, with a variety of materials,
including open-cell, closed-cell stents or
covered stents.11,12 Different approaches
have been described, as stenting before or
after coiling13,14, or in combination with
balloon remodelling1,3,15, Y configuration
of stents16 and stenting across the circle
of Willis.17
In the first presented patient, the angle
between C7 segment of the ICA and the
origin of the PComA, through the neck of
the aneurysm was acute, not allowing the
stent to be positioned from ICA to PComA
in a manner that would secure both arteries and allow the coil embolization. These
patho-anatomic relations also precluded
balloon remodelling. We decided to place
a stent in the ICA across the aneurysm
neck, thus securing the ICA and we expected that the PComA origin would be at
least partly secured by the narrowed neck
due to the stent. The aneurysm embolization was planned to be subtotal, to leave
the origin of the PComA patent. Another
option was to try to place a stent through
the right ICA, via anterior communicating artery (AComA), this way placing one
end of the stent in PComA, and another
in left ICA. However, this option seemed
complicated and not likely to succeed, due
to the tortuous path through the A1 segment of the right anterior cerebral artery
and AComA. The closed cell stent was
initially placed in the left ICA; however, it
inadvertently migrated in a much more favourable position, securing both ICA and
PComA.
In the second patient, anatomic relations at the aneurysm neck were rather favourable for the stent deployment, which
was technically simple. The stent migrated
before any further manipulation of microcatheter, we presume because the proxi-
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mal part of the stent was not completely
open after the microcatheter (Prowler select plus 21) withdrawal.
These cases highlight the flexibility of
this stent system, without the fracture of
the stent, with no angiographic or clinical signs of lesion of arterial intimal layer
during the migration of the stent. There
were no signs of vasospasm, dissection
or thrombosis. No antiaggregation or anticoagulation therapy was administered
prior to the stent placement, or even immediately after its migration, since the
procedure was performed in the setting of
acute SAH, and the antiaggregation therapy was administered only after the aneurysms were mostly embolized by coils.
These positions of the stents allowed for
almost complete coil occlusion of the aneurysms.
The use of closed-cell intracranial
stents, even in patients with large and
anatomically complex aneurysms as described, seems a safe and effective treatment option. The complications are mostly related to the thrombogenicity of the
stent, as well as the stent migration and
malposition18, and in-stent stenosis has also been reported.19 The timing of the stent
placement in relation to coiling may be
critical, since the stent migration is possible, especially in angled positions, even
with a low crossing-profile of the microcatheter used to pass through the struts of
the stent. The previously described variations in stent timing may indicate that it
would be ideal if coiling of the aneurysm
could be done before stenting, with or
without the need for balloon remodelling.14 The stent placement could then be
performed at the end of the procedure for
the purpose of blood flow redirection and
neck healing.6 However, if balloon remodelling is necessary, this makes the procedure more complicated, not without the
higher risk of thrombotic complications.
Radiol Oncol 2009; 43(4): 233-239.
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Although the open neurosurgical approach was not successful in the first patient, there is a potential for surgical techniques and dedicated materials in solving
this type of problem. Parent artery sacrifice with the creation of high-flow bypass
may offer the treatment to patients with
aneurysms which are not accessible to endovascular techniques20, while tangential
clipping and aneurysm wrapping may be
used in the treatment of dissecting aneurysms7, however, such techniques are not
widely available in many centres. Other
endovascular techniques, such as stenting
across the Circle of Willis17, balloon neck
remodelling2 or catheter-assisted GDC embolisation21,22 may also be used in the treatment of complex aneurysms, depending on
the tortuousity of path through the Circle
of Willis, or the possibility of adequate positioning of the balloon or assisting microcatheter.
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